Celebrity Couple News: Cardi
B & Offset Make Reunion Red
Carpet Official at Grammys

By Megan McIntosh
Breaking up is hard to do. Sometimes it’s so hard that some
couples don’t remain broken up. Celebrity couple Cardi B and
Offset have been on and off again since his cheating scandal
last year. According to People.com, Cardi B and Offset finally
had a public reunion at the Grammys, making it red carpet
official. Cardi B has maintained that her relationship with
her husband, while rocky, remains focused on their daughter,
Kulture. Like many celebrity break-ups, Cardi B and Offset had
to decide for their own family whether their celebrity
marriage was worth another chance.

Break ups can be hard but deciding
whether
or
not
to
give
a
relationship another chance can be
even harder. What are some tips to
deciding where or not to take an ex
back?
Cupid’s Advice:
Some celebrity couples call it quits and never try again.
Others, like Cardi B and Offset, find themselves revisiting
that old flame and keeping the fire going. As long as you go
into a potential rekindling with a different mentality then
the one that made you decide to break up, getting back with an
ex can be a good idea when done right. Cupid has some tips:
1. Acknowledge that you have both grown: You may have broken
up and the wounds may still be fresh but in order to move on
together you have to let go of past hurts. You are both not
the same person that you were when you ended your relationship
previously.
Related Link: Celeb News: How Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth
Beat the Odds to Become One of Hollywood’s Most Solid Couples
2. Don’t ignore the elephant in the room: Whatever the reason
was for the break up, you can’t pretend that it never
happened. Don’t be afraid to open up the communication about
the break up without holding on to grudges or letting
resentment build up. Be willing to have open communication
like Miley Cyrus and her once ex (but now husband), Liam
Hemsworth.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Carey Hart Pays Tribute to Wife
Pink at 13th Anniversary

3. Don’t be so serious: Don’t be afraid to let your hair down
and relax with your potential significant other. You were
comfortable together before, let them back in and trust again.
With open communication, trust, and lots of laughter, you’ll
be celebrating an anniversary like celebrity couple Pink and
her husband, Carey Hart, in no time.
What are some more ways to successfully reconnect with an ex?
Share below.

Celebrity Exes: Cardi B and
Offset Are ‘Working Things
Out’ As Assault Case is
Adjourned

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity exes Cardi B and Offset are
working on resolving their issues. According to People.com,
Cardi B was leaving court on Thursday morning, following the
adjournment of her assault case, when she was asked by
reporters about the status of her relationship with Offset.
Cardi, 26, sheepishly responded, saying, “We working things
out, baby.” The alleged assault case, which will resume on
April 4th, happened last August, when Angel Strip Club
bartenders Baddie G and Jade claimed that Cardi B ordered an
attack on them after she believed one of them had an affair
with her husband.

These
celebrity
exes
may
be
reconciling soon. What are some
ways
to
work
on
a
failing
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

Just because the spark went out doesn’t necessarily mean your
relationship is over. Here are some ways to work on a failing
relationship:
1. Back off a little: It’s sometimes best to back off a bit
and let your relationship work itself out. Give your partner
some space and spend some extra time with your friends.
Putting too much pressure on your relationship and trying too
hard to move it forward, can ultimately lead to disaster.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Halsey Opens Up About Split
from G-Eazy
2. Respect your partner’s wishes: To mend a broken
relationship, the key is to show your partner a little more
respect. Instead of focusing on the negative attributes of
your relationship, focus on the positives and compliment your
partner for what they’re doing right.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Offset Responds After Cardi
B Rejects His Grand Gesture On-Stage
3. Set yourselves some boundaries: Point out your partner’s
past behaviors that you won’t put up with moving forward.
Bringing up your concerns and setting boundaries for the
future, is a step in the right direction toward a lasting
relationship.
Can you think of some other ways to work on a failing
relationship? Comment below.

Celebrity

Break-Up:

Halsey

Opens Up About Split from GEazy

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Halsey opens up about her celebrity
breakup from G-Eazy. The duo, who performed “Him and I”
together, split up in July after being together for one year.
The off-and-on couple decided to fix their issues and get back
together one month later. According to EOnline.com, a source
has said that by the end of October, the couple had broken up
once and for all. Avoiding public backlash, Halsey never made
a public statement regarding the split, but it is now speaking
out about the end of the relationship. Halsey claims, “the
biggest lesson I learned is to make art, not headlines,” she
added, “because it can become quite easy, in the social media
generation, to go from being a musician to becoming a

personality.”

Celebrity dating can get just as
messy as our own romantic lives.
What are some ways of preventing
the public backlash from getting
you down after a breakup?
Cupid’s Advice:
The last thing anyone wants to deal with after a rough breakup
is societal backlash. We have some ways to prevent getting
hurt by adverse reactions from the public:
1. Avoid new romantic opportunities right away: Let’s face it,
if someone says something hurtful, it’s hard to ignore it.
It’s important to not give the public something to talk about
and give yourself some time to heal before getting involved
with someone new.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Josh Murray
Compares Ex Andi Dorfman to the Devil
2. Take a break from some of the activities you do in
town: It’s good to keep participating in things you enjoy
following a breakup, but it’s not necessary to force yourself
to see people who are going to ask too many questions. Pick
and choose which activities you still want to participate in
and take a break from the others for a bit.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Responds to Rumors She’s
Dating John Mayer
3. Don’t feel bad about having to avoid certain people: If it
seems too difficult to keep in close contact with your ex’s
friends and relatives, who you’ve become close to, then take a

little break from them. They may have their biases considering
they’re people you met through your ex-partner. You can avoid
talking to them if you want to protect yourself from any
negative comments that will ultimately hurt you.
Can you think of any other ways to prevent public backlash
from getting you down? Comment below.

Celebrity
Exes:
‘Bachelorette’
Alum
Josh
Murray
Compares
Ex
Andi
Dorfman to the Devil

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Josh Murray, who appeared on The
Bachelorette in 2014, blatantly compared his ex-fiancée, Andi
Dorfman, to the Devil, in a recent Instagram post. According
to EOnline.com, the contemptuous photo of the celebrity exes
showed Murray down on one knee proposing to Dorfman, whose
face is covered up by a devil emoji. Murray captioned the
Instagram post, “Haterz will say it’s photoshopped … hoping
the new bachelor comes away with an Angel,” including the
hashtags
“#isthisnotfunny”
and
“#doesanyonehaveasenseofhumorin2019.” After splitting less
than one year after their engagement, this celebrity break-up
hasn’t led to an amicable relationship for the former
Bachelorette stars.

These celebrity exes are not
exactly on good terms. What are
some ways to keep things civil with

your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s not always easy to stay on good terms with your ex.
However, sometimes it’s best to be civil to avoid hurtful
confrontations years down the line. Cupid has some ideas for
an amicable relationship with your ex:
1. Forgive your ex, and forget about the past: Forgiveness and
looking past your problems together as a couple will allow you
both to enter into a new kind of relationship. Both parties
need to let go of resentment and see each other in a new way.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Josh Murray Is ‘Thankful’ Ex
Amanda Stanton Is Dating Robby Hayes
2. Take it slow: It can be difficult to rush right into
forgiveness with your ex, considering the negativity
surrounding a split. Remember to give yourself some time to
forgive your ex and try to stay optimistic.
Related Link: Former ‘Bachelorette’ Andi Dorfman Hooks Up with
Sam Hunt After 2015 Country Music Awards
3. Focus on the positives. Try to remember why you fell in
love in the first place. This can help you focus on your ex’s
good qualities and may make it easier to stay on good terms.
What are some other ways to remain civil with your ex? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Ben Simmons
Leaves Flirty Comment on
Kendall Jenner’s Instagram
Pic

By Ivana Jarmon
Ben Simmons took his shot! In celebrity news, Ben Simmons
recently openly flirted with Kendall Jenner. The celebrity
exes are not exclusively dating at this time, but they are
definitely hanging out. Jenner posted a picture of herself to
Instagram, catching the attention of the athlete who left two
drooling emojis in the comment area. The exes broke up in
September after four months of dating, but have remained
close, UsMagazine.com reports.

In celebrity news, Ben Simmons
openly flirts with Kendall Jenner.
What are some ways you can tell a
person you like them??
Cupid’s Advice:
Liking someone is easy, but not knowing how to tell them can
be a struggle. Cupid has some ways you can tell a person you
like them:
1. Drop hints: If you’re interested in someone, there are some
subtle ways you can let them know: Laugh at their jokes, touch
them casually on their arm or knee when talking to them, make
eye contact from across the room and smile. There are a
plethora of ways to drop tiny hints about your feelings.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: ‘Bachelor’ Star Nikki Ferrell
and Husband Tyler Vanloo Split After 2 Years of Marriage
2. Be straightforward: There’s nothing better than telling the
truth. Tell your crush how you feel about them whether it’s in
person or by text. Be very clear, because you don’t want to
muster up all of the courage and then be confusing. Be
straightforward about how you feel. You will want to use
sentences like I want to date you, or I really like and think
we would be great together.
Related Link:Celebrity Break-Up: Offset Responds After Cardi B
Rejects His Grand Gesture On-Stage
3. Pick your moment: Timing is important! It’s the moment you
choose that could change everything. The right moment is
something only you can decide. But if you wait too long, you
may miss your chance.

What are some ways you can tell a person you like them? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity Break-Up: Offset
Responds
After
Cardi
B
Rejects His Grand Gesture OnStage

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Offset recently spoke up after his grand
gesture to Cardi B was rejected. The Migos rapper came on

stage during one of his ex-love’s concerts with flowers and a
giant cake that said, “Take me back Cardi.” According
to EOnline.com, Offset begged the “Bodak Yellow” rapper to
take him back, saying, “I just wanna tell you I’m sorry, bro,
in person, in front of the world. I love you. Whatever I gotta
do to show you that, I’m there.” This celebrity
relationship has been strained since accusations of infidelity
came out against Offset.

In celebrity break-up news, no
grand gesture is going to fix this
relationship. What are some big
ways to apologize to your partner
after you’ve done something wrong?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you apologize to your partner after you’ve done
something wrong? Cupid has some ideas:
1. Verbally say “I’m sorry”: Tell your partner that you are
sorry in person. Talk everything out and make sure you tell
your side, but also listen to what your partner has to say.
This can help you and your partner come to terms with any
issues.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Niall Horan & Hailee
Steinfeld Split
2. Ask for forgiveness: Truly admitting that you’re wrong and
asking your partner for forgiveness can show them that the
relationship is important. If you made a mistake and can move
forward and admit it, the relationship will be better off.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ariana Grande Sets Record

Straight on Ricky Alvarez Romance Rumors
3. Let them know how you plan on fixing the situation: If you
open up to you partner and find a way to tell them how you
plan on righting your wrongs, then the apology may be accepted
easier.
How did you apologize to your partner? Let us know below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Niall
Horan & Hailee Steinfeld
Split

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, singer Niall Horan and actress/singer
Hailee Steinfeld have called it quits. The celebrity
relationship was strong over the summer, but the couple hasn’t
been together for a few months. The pair kept their time
together on the down-low, and according to E! Online, a source
shared that “Hailee realized she had a lot on her plate and
her work schedule was insanely busy. She was gearing up for a
huge press tour for her new movie,” and she ultimately
realized they “would be apart for mass amounts of time.”
Neither of them have spoken about the break-up.

In celebrity break-up news, Niall
Horan and Hailee Steinfeld are no
more. What are some ways to keep a
busy work schedule from affecting
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you keep a busy work schedule from affecting your
relationship? Cupid has some thoughts:
1. Share a calendar: You and your partner can put everything
you do in a calendar or planner. It will be clear when you
have plans and when you don’t so you can use any extra time to
plan something with each other instead of trying to randomly
schedule time.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie Reach
Child Custody Agreement
2. Plan a time where the two of you can spend time with each
other: The two of you can plan a day during the week where you

only spend time with each other. It’ll give you a chance to
catch up with each other as well devote your full attention to
one another. The time will just be for the two of you, and
will allow you to strengthen the relationship after being so
busy.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ariana Grande Says She Will
Always Have ‘Irrevocable Love’ for Ex Pete Davidson
3. Take the free time you have to show appreciation for your
partner: The two of you might not be able to see each other
all of the time, but you can still appreciate each other. Send
messages to your partner throughout the day to let them know
you’re thinking about them. You could also get your partner
something you know they like to show them they’re important
even though you are busy.
How did you keep a busy schedule from affecting your
relationship? Share with us below!

Celebrity Parents: Audrina
Patridge Says Progress Has
Been Made in Co-Parenting
with Corey Bohan

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, celebrity exes Audrina Patridge and Corey
Bohan are slowly making it work in the parenting department
one month after reaching a temporary custody agreement.
“That’s progress in the works. Hopefully, I mean we’ll see
what happens,” Patridge told UsMagazine.com at her Prey Swim
Resort Swimwear Celebration. “We go to mediation in January so
hopefully things can be worked out cordially and done in the
right way for our daughter. The celebrity exes were only
married for 10 months.

These celebrity parents are working
things out so that they can
effectively co-parent their child.
What are some ways to compromise
when it comes to co-parenting?
Cupid’s Advice:

Co-parenting is not easy. But is what’s need to provide an
amicably with your ex can give your kids the security and
stability they need from both parents. Cupid has some ways to
compromise when it comes to co-parenting:
1. Co-parent as a team: Although you two aren’t an item
anymore, your both still parents. Cooperating and
communicating without fighting will make decision making
easier.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ariana Grande Sets Record
Straight on Ricky Alvarez Romance Rumors
2. Be flexible: Good parenting often means compromising. You
do this by placing one common goal and that is raising a happy
and healthy child together. Co-parenting works best when both
parents can work together.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Nicki Minaj Defends Rumored New
Beau Kenneth Petty
3. Open to changes: Like can be pretty unpredictable and could
cause you or your co-parent to have to make sudden changes.
Instead of getting mad at your ex or giving them the third
degree, try to be understanding and allow for the change
What are some ways to compromise when it comes to coparenting? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Ariana Grande
Sets Record Straight on Ricky

Alvarez Romance Rumors

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Ariana Grande and Ricky Alvarez have
sparked romance rumors again after the singer commented on an
Instagram photo of her former beau. The comment sparked a
social media frenzy with rumors that the celebrity exes had
reunited flying. Grande quickly shut down rumors by replying
to her followers, saying, “We’re friends everyone take a big
ol breather.” The celebrity exes called it quits in the summer
of 2016, EOnline.com reports.

In celebrity news, these exes are
just friends. What are some ways to

keep rumors about your relationship
status at bay?
Cupid’s Advice:
No matter what the relationship status, people will always
want to make nothing into something. Cupid has some ways to
keep rumors about your relationship status at bay:
1. Stay off social media: If you have as many followers as
Ariana Grande does, you’ll know that people will be watching
your every move. Anything you say or do will be scrutinized.
So, be careful with what you say or post on your social media.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Diddy Navigates Life as a Single
Father After Kim Porter’s Death
2. Watch your mouth: There are eyes and ears everywhere; you’d
be surprised at who’s listening to your conversations at any
given time. Out and about it’s easy to let your guard down,
but be careful who you trust because some people are devils in
disguise.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Wells Adams Praises GF Sarah
Hyland One Week AFter Her Cousin’s Death
3. Keep quiet: Don’t say a word, even if it’s the truth! Your
relationship status is no one’s business. The only people that
matter is you and your partner or friend.
What are some ways to keep rumors about your relationship
status at bay? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Exes Brad Pitt &
Angelina Jolie Reach Child
Custody Agreement

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt have come to
an agreement after months of fighting over their custody
agreement. Jolie’s attorney confirmed to EOnline.com, “A
custody arrangement was agreed to weeks ago, and has been
signed by both parties and the judge,” Samantha Bley DeJean of
Bley and Bley shared in a statement. The celebrity exes both
were able to come together for their six children.

These
celebrity
exes
reached an agreement when
to custody of their kids.
some ways to compromise
comes to your kids after a

finally
it comes
What are
when it
split?

Cupid’s Advice:
Co-parenting after a split is not easy, especially if you’re
not on good terms with your ex. But, Cupid has some ways to
compromise when it comes to your kids after a split:
1. Set your pain aside: Successful co-parenting means setting
your emotions aside to the needs of your children. Putting
your feelings may be hard at first and learning to work with
your ex, but it’s the most important. Because co-parenting
isn’t about you and your ex it’s about your children
happiness.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ariana Grande Says She Will
Always Have ‘Irrevocable Love’ for Ex Pete Davidson
2. Communication is key: Peacefulness relies on communication
with your ex and is on top of the list for co-parenting. The
only thing you and your ex should be talking about is your
children, no need to talk about anything else. Make your child
the key priority of every discussion you have with your ex.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Diddy Navigates Life as a Single
Father After Kim Porter’s Death
3. Co-parent as a team: Parenting requires teamwork, whether
you like each other or not. As parents, you need to
communicate and cooperate without arguing about your personal
stuff and focus on your child. You both need to be on the same
page when it comes to parenting which means: rules,

discipline, schedules etc.
What are some ways to compromise when it comes to your kids
after a split? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
Diddy
Navigates Life as a Single
Father After Kim Porter’s
Death

By Ivana Jarmon

In celebrity news, Sean “Diddy” Combs has recently begun a new
chapter after the death of his celebrity ex-girlfriend, Kim
Porter. The rapper shared his new carpooling duty on his
Instagram, saying, “What’s up y’all? Today the journey begins.
Thank you for your prayers and support. I am now a part of the
six-a.m. crew.” Combs continued giving an update from the car
as he drove his children to school. He captioned the picture:
“New day. New life, New responsibilities. Kim, I got this.
Just like you taught me! I was trained by the best!
#KimPorter.” After dropping off his kids safely, he went for a
hike in Runyon Canyon and reflected on the past few weeks. “I
gotta give all glory to God for waking me up this morning, my
kids having the strength to go to school,” he shared as he
stared off over the canyon, EOnline.com reports.

In
celebrity
news,
Diddy
is
adjusting to life without his kids’
mother. What are some ways to help
your children cope with the death
of a parent??
Cupid’s Advice:
When a parent dies, children show and feel their grief in
different ways. Cupid has some ways to help your children cope
with the death of a parent:
1. Give children permission to grieve: Explain to your child
that feeling sad or angry is normal and that its okay to feel
that way. Your child may need reassurance and more attention
than usual. Be sure to give it to them and be patient.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Quentin Tarantino Marries
Daniella Pick in Intimate Ceremony

2. Show your own sadness: By showing your own sadness, you
will show your child how to express themselves. But, try to
avoid sudden outburst that may scare your child.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Kristin Cavallari
Keeps Finances Separate from Jay Cutler
3. Be open with your child: Children are smarter than you
think! Be direct about what happened. Explain why and how the
parent died. Be simple and concise.
What are some ways to help your children cope with the death
of a parent? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Ariana Grande
Says She Will Always Have
‘Irrevocable Love’ for Ex
Pete Davidson

By Ivana Jarmon
Ariana Grande stands by her ex-fiancé, Pete Davidson. In
celebrity news, Grande is sending celebrity ex Davidson good
vibes after bullies recently took aim at him. The singer took
to her Instagram to defend the comedian after he spoke about
being bullied post break-up. “I know you already know this,
but I feel I need to remind my fans to please be gentler with
others. I really don’t endorse anything but forgiveness and
positivity. I care deeply about Pete and his health. I’m
asking you to please be gentler with others, even on the
internet,” Grande wrote. A day earlier, Davidson called out
Instagram bullies for bashing him since he started dating
Grande. “I just want you guys to know. No matter how hard the
internet or anyone tries to make me kill myself. I won’t. I’m
upset I even have to say this. To all those holding me down
and seeing this for what it is-I see you and I love you.”
Grande called off her engagement to Davidson in October. A
source recently told UsMagazine.com that the actor was dating
again.

In celebrity news, Ariana Grande is
defending her ex Pete Davidson.
What are some ways to keep the
fall-out
from
your
past
relationship civil??
Cupid’s Advice:
Nothing can keep you from a happier future than an open wound
from a past relationship. Cupid has some ways to keep the
fall-out from your past relationship civil:
1. It’s okay to still love each other: Your relationship may
be over, but that doesn’t mean the love disappears. Love is a
beautiful and painful thing, and it is a gift. Part of growing
up is recognizing that love by itself isn’t always enough to
make a relationship work. Breaking off a relationship that
isn’t working isn’t about ending the love you feel. Sometimes
loving someone means letting them go for your happiness and
for theirs.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Megan Fox Finally Confirms Past
Romance with Shia LaBeouf
2. Keep the conversation simple: If you have to talk to your
ex, keep it civil and simple. Avoiding an ex is impossible;
after all, it is a small world. So, keep the conversation as
light as possible, and try not to bring any baggage to this
conversation. Greet them! Ask them how they are doing. Laugh,
joke and be open-minded and friendly. Above all else, keep
things moving.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Kristin Cavallari
Keeps Finances Sperate from Jay Cutler
3. Remember your boundaries: There’s a difference from knowing

someone casually and knowing them intimately and at times the
line blurs. There will be a point when your ex jumps back into
the dating game and you’ll wonder if he or she thinks of you.
You have to remember things are different now. When a
relationship ends, you can’t expect to treat your ex the same
way because the role you have in his/or her life now is
completely different.
What are some ways to keep the fall-out from your past
relationship civil? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Break-Up: Find Out
Why Michael Sheen & Sarah
Silverman Split

By Ivana Jarmon
Michael Sheen recently opened up about his relationship with
celebrity ex Sarah Silverman. In celebrity news, Sheen says
international politics played a huge role in his celebrity
break-up with Silverman. “After the Brexit vote, and the
election where Trump becomes president, we both felt in
different ways we wanted to get more involved,” Sheen told The
Daily Telegraph. “That led to her doing her show I Love You,
America, and it led to me wanting to address the issues that I
thought led some people to vote the way they did about Brexit,
in the area I come from and others like it.” While the
celebrity exes bonded over politics and social justice, they
both knew that being together was not right for them at the
time. The exes dated for nearly four years before calling it
quits in December 2017, UsMagazine.com reports.

In this celebrity break-up news,
Michael Sheen finally explains what

led to his split from Sarah
Silverman. What are some ways
politics
can
affect
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Some couples embrace political differences, some don’t care,
and others consider having similar views non-negotiable. Cupid
has some ways politics can affect your relationship:
1. Political differences: Not seeing eye to eye can at times
lead to an opportunity of learning and growth. Having
different opinions can enrich and sometimes positively affect
a relationship. But sometimes political viewpoints can easily
become personal and sensitive matters. Couples have been torn
apart by different political viewpoints.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Prince Charles Teases Baby
Names for Duchess Meghan & Prince Harry
2. Believing your political view is the only correct
perspective: A quick way to destroy a relationship when it
comes to politics is to believe your way is the only way. Be
open to your partner’s perspective, because you don’t have to
like it, but you must agree to disagree. This goes with
anything in life; you have to compromise.
Related Link: Celeb News: How Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth
Beat the Odds to Become One of Hollywood’s Most Solid Couples
3. Inability to respect someone different view: In a
relationship, you share many differences. By not respecting
your partner’s view, you’re ignoring how they feel, which is
very disrespectful. To make a relationship work, you must
respect your partner’s views even if you don’t like them.

What are some ways politics can affect your relationship?
Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Break-Up: Roger
Mathews Claims Wife Jenni
‘JWoww’ Farley Finds Him
‘Repulsive’

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Roger Mathews posted a comment on a fellow
Jersey Shore star’s Instagram photo where he said “fun fact.

My wife finds me repulsive.” It is unclear whether the comment
is serious or not, yet many people seem to find it humorous
and sarcastic. The celebrity relationship between Mathews and
his ex-wife Jenni ‘Jwoww’ Farley ended in September after
Farley filed for divorce. According to UsMagazine.com, the
reality star shared an Instagram post in October with the
comment, “Humor has always been my way through life. Praying
for a better tomorrow.” the pair was married for three years,
and also have two kids together.

In celebrity break-up news, things
aren’t going well in this Jersey
Shore romance. What are some ways
to keep a level head during a
break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you keep a level head during a break-up? Cupid has
some advice:
1. Don’t listen to what other people say: You and your partner
are the only ones who know all the details of your break-up.
Just ignore what other people say about the relationship
because they weren’t involved anyway.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Shawn Booth Breaks Silence
on ‘Painful’ Split from Kaitlyn Bristowe
2.Don’t overthink everything: This is easier said then done,
but try to keep the break-up out of your head. Overthinking
every “wrong” thing will only drive you crazy and make you
more upset. Stay calm and approach the situation rationally.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande & Pete

Davidson’s Loved Ones Are ‘Relieved’ They Split

3. Try not make assumptions or jump to conclusions: Speak to
each other calmly and try not to yell or get uptight so fast.
You don’t fully know what that person is thinking, so don’t
get ahead of yourself.
How were you able to stay level headed during a break-up? Let
us know below!

Celebrity
News:
‘The
Bachelor’ Star Tia Booth Has
a New Boyfriend

By Ivana Jarmon
Tia Booth is off the market! In celebrity news, Booth has
found love again after having her heart broken by celebrity ex
Colton Underwood. The former Bachelor in Paradise contestant
shared a photo of herself with Cory Cooper at a football game
in Nashville. A source close to Booth tells EOnline.com, “Tia
has been traveling back and forth to Nashville recently within
the past month to visit him, and they are very happy.” The
source also shares, “Tia really likes Corey, and they are
enjoying getting to know each other right now.”

In celebrity news, Tia Booth is no
longer single and on the market, it
seems. How do you know when to
become an “official” couple with
someone you’ve been dating?
Cupid’s Advice:

It’s never crystal clear when exactly you should have “the
talk.” Some couples slide into a committed relationship with
ease and for others, it’s a bit harder. Cupid has some tips on
how to tell if you’re ready to become an “official” couple
with someone you’ve been dating:
1. Meet each other’s friends and family: When you’re really
into someone, you won’t want to hide them. Instead, you will
want to show them off. If your plans usually include
socializing with their friends and co-workers, it’s a great
sign that you’re headed toward an exclusive relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Reveals
Shawn Booth Forgot Their Anniversary Last Year
2. PDA: If you’re holding hands, kissing, or cuddling in
public in front of family and friends, these signs of
affection will show the world that you’re official.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Responds to Rumors She’s
Dating John Mayer
3. A key to their home: If you and your partner exchange keys,
that’s letting you know that you have the key to your
partner’s heart. You’re definitely in an official relationship
and trust each other.
What are some ways to tell if you are ready to become an
official couple with someone you’ve been dating? Share your
thoughts below.

Celebrity

Break-Up:

Shawn

Booth
Breaks
Silence
on
‘Painful’ Split from Kaitlyn
Bristowe

By Ivana Jarmon
Shawn Booth recently opened up about his recent split. In
celebrity news, Booth shared his first message about his
recent split from celebrity ex Kaitlyn Bistowe. The celebrity
exes fell in love in 2015 on season 11 of The Bachelorette.
After months of not being spotted together and denying split
rumors, the couple called off their engagement on November
2nd, UsMagazine.com reports. Booth wrote on Instagram, “I just
want to thank everyone who has been so supportive of my
relationship with Kaitlyn over the years. You’ve made me feel
incredibly special, supported and very loved. So, from the

bottom of my heart, thank you. It truly means a lot.”

In celebrity break-up news, Shawn
Booth is speaking out about his
split from Kaitlyn Bristowe. What
are some ways to handle announcing
your
break-up
to
family
and
friends??
Cupid’s Advice:
Break-ups are never easy, and it’s especially hard when you
have to tell your family and friends. Cupid has some ways to
handle announcing your break up to family and friends:
1. Be open and honest: Tell your closest family and friends
the truth. It is over, and it didn’t work. You and your expartner are no longer compatible, and you are both trying to
move on.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Responds to Rumors She’s
Dating John Mayer
2. Tell people quickly and publicly: To avoid unnecessary
gossip and rumors, share the news in person. While it might
feel easier to drop a quick headline on Facebook, you don’t
want to be overwhelmed with a million questions and reactions
all at once. Once you tell a few friends, the news will spread
quickly.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: The Weeknd Cheers on
Girlfriend Bella Hadid at Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show
3. Reassure family and friends it’s for the best: Sit down
with family and friends and be open and honest to hearing

their concerns. Then, reassure them as best as you can, both
during that conversation and through your actions over the
following weeks and months, that it’s for the best. Your
family and friends all love you and want you to be happy, so
they should understand your decision.
What are some ways to handle announcing your break-up to
family and friends? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Ariana Grande
Posts About ‘Painful and Yet
Beautiful’ Life After Pete
Davidson Split

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Ariana Grande is grateful for the support
of her fans after her split from Pete Davidson. She described
this part of her life to be “challenging, painful, yet
beautiful” since the celebrity relationship just ended in
October. The singer just achieved another milestone as her new
single, “Thank u, next” is set to debut at no. 1 on the
Billboard Hot 100. According to a tweet shared
with UsMagazine.com, Grande wrote, “what an interesting,
challenging, painful and yet beautiful and exciting chapter of
life ….. when it rains it pours but I’m embracing all of it.
I’m excited for whatever the universe has in store for me.
she’s growing n she’s grateful.”

In celebrity news, Ariana Grande is
opening up about life after her
split from Pete Davidson. What are

some ways to move on after a breakup?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you move on after a break-up? Cupid has some advice:
1. Cross something off of your bucket list: You now have some
time on your hands to do things for yourself. Go do something
you have always wanted to do and be proud of yourself for
checking a new adventure or experience off of your list.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Visits
Vancouver Post-Split from Shawn Booth
2. Find comfort in friends and family: Going home can make you
feel like you’re not alone. Youre friends and family know you
best, and being around them can help lift your mood.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Reunite for Halloween Selfie Amid Divorce
3. You have bursts of energy: Having bursts of energy can
elevate your emotions and help you feel better. Channel these
happy moods into going out with friends, and you won’t be as
caught up in the break-up.
How have you moved on from a break up? Share with us in the
comments!

Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn
Bristowe Visits Vancouver
Post-Split from Shawn Booth

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Kaitlyn Bristowe headed back to Canada
shortly after her break-up from Shawn Booth. The pair had
spent some time apart during July and August when Bristowe had
left their home in Nashville together to visit family back
home. The celebrity relationship lasted for three years, and
the two are committed to remaining friends. In an Instagram
story Bristowe shared with UsMagazine.com, she admitted to
feeling “a little out of [her] mind.” While at home Bristowe
recorded a song with her father, allowing her to put her
emotions somewhere.

In celebrity break-up news, Kaitlyn
Bristowe is visiting her hometown
after her heartbreaking split from
Shawn Booth. What are some ways
going home can help you cope with a
break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can going home help you cope with a break-up? Cupid has
some thoughts:
1. Your family knows you best: When going through a break-up
it will help to be around your biggest support system. Your
family knows you the best, and can offer you the best comfort.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Reunite for Halloween Selfie Amid Divorce
2.Getting away from a public space: Being home allows you to
be in your own head space away from everyone’s questions or
concerns. Your family will know when it’ll be okay to work
through everything out loud, but will also know when to give
you time for yourself.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Reveals
Shawn Booth Forgot Their Anniversary Last Year
3.You won’t be alone: Going home automatically means you won’t
be by yourself. You will be able to cry or laugh with family
and friends who will be there for you no matter what.
Have you used your hometown for support after a break-up? Let
us know in the comments!

Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn
Bristowe Reveals Shawn Booth
Forgot Their Anniversary Last
Year

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Kaitlyn Bristowe recently shared details
about events in her relationship with Shawn Booth that could
have led to their break-up. The Off the Vine podcast host
caught up with Bachelor alum Wells Adams to discuss the
confusion regarding her and Shawn’s anniversary. The

former celebrity couple had trouble figuring out which date
they considered to be the official anniversary, and Bristowe
revealed that Booth actually didn’t remember their anniversary
last year. The pair just recently split and according to E!
Online, released a statement saying, “This difficult decision
comes after thoughtful, respectful consideration. Even though
we are parting as a couple, we’re very much committed to
remaining friends. We have both evolved as people, which is
taking us in different directions, but with the hope that we
will continue to support each other in new ways.”

In celebrity break-up news, Kaitlyn
Bristowe is starting to open up
about some of the downfalls of her
relationship with Shawn Booth. What
are
some
ways
to
make
your
anniversary special?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you make your anniversary special? Cupid has some
ideas:
1. Do something meaningful for you and your partner: Some
people enjoy big parties or an overwhelming celebration, but
that might not be the path for you. Celebrate in a way that is
special for the two of you, and you don’t have to go out of
the way.
Related Link: Moving On:Jennifer Garner is Dating Businessman
John Miller After Celebrity Divorce
2.Talk
about
how
you
can
continue
your
relationship: Anniversaries are important, and obviously you

and your partner want the relationship to last. Talk about
what has been working for you as a couple, and continue
incorporating those things into your relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Pete Davidson & Ariana
Grande’s Relationship Was Strained After Mac Miller’s Death
3.Share your favorite relationship memories with each
other: Take some time on your anniversary to go through some
of your favorite memories that the two of you have shared over
the years. This is a simple, yet personal gesture that will be
special for just the two of you.
How have you made your anniversary special? Let us know below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana
Grande & Pete Davidson’s
Loved Ones Are ‘Relieved’
They Split

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, fans of Ariana Grande and Pete Davidson
were shocked to hear of their recent split. However, the
celebrity couple’s loved ones are relieved that their fast
paced relationship came to an end. The pair became engaged in
June only a few weeks after they had been dating. The singer’s
family members didn’t want her marrying Pete and told People,
“Ariana never got to the wedding planning stage. It was all
way too soon.” The pair is no longer living together, and
Grande’s supporters believe she should take time to focus on
hersel.

This celebrity break-up isn’t
necessarily a bad thing in the eyes
of the couples’ loved ones. What do
you do if a friend or relative is
dating someone you don’t approve

of?
Cupid’s Advice:
How do you deal with your friend or relative dating someone
you don’t like? Cupid has some advice:
1. Tell the person your concerns: Share your opinion on the
relationship with your friend or relative. Tell them what
you’re feeling and why you are having concerns. They might not
agree with you right away, but at least you put it out there.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande & Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement
2. Support them: .Obviously the person can make their own
choices, but remember to be there for them anyway. You might
have concerns about the relationship, but if your friend or
relative is happy, then you have to respect their decision.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Olivia Culpo Dodges Nick Jonas’
Fiancée Priyanka Chopra at Las Vegas Party
3. Don’t bring up the “I told you so”: If your concerns for
the relationship involve your friends safety then it’s smart
to try and get them out of that situation. However, don’t pull
the “I told you so” phrase and let the person figure out any
issues in their relationship.
Have you had to deal with a relationship you weren’t the
biggest fan of? Share with us in the comments!

Celebrity Exes: Olivia Culpo
Dodges Nick Jonas’ Fiancée
Priyanka Chopra at Las Vegas
Party

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Olivia Culpo kept her distance after
spotting celebrity ex Nick Jonas‘ new fiancée, Priyanka Chopra
at a pool party hosted by JBL in Las Vegas. A source told
UsMagazine.com, “Olivia did not want to see Nick, and she
missed Priyanka’s arrival by mere minutes. The source also
said, “Nick didn’t show up because she was there.” The
celebrity exes dated from August 2013 to June 2015. He started
dating Chopra in May 2018 and proposed two months later. Culpo

has recently rekindled her romance with Danny Amendola, Miami
Dolphins wide receiver.

Nick Jonas’ celebrity ex Olivia
Culpo isn’t interested in running
into who he’s moved on with. What
are some reasons to stay away from
your ex-partner’s new significant
other?
Cupid’s Advice:
Break-ups are never easy, especially when your partner moves
on before you. Cupid has some tips on some reasons why you
should stay away from your ex’s new significant other:
1. Unwanted feelings: Seeing an ex’s new partner may ignite
some unwanted feelings such as jealousy, anger, resentment or,
worse, wishful thinking. Plus, it might ignite some awkward
exchanges between the two of you. The best course of action if
you run into your ex’s new partner is to act cordial and keep
on moving ahead.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Pete Davidson & Ariana
Grande’s Relationship Was Strained After Mac Miller’s Death
2. Avoid confrontation: Unwanted feelings may lead to
confrontation on your part or this new partner’s part. Stay
clear from them. Confrontation is never the answer.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Channing Tatum Is Dating
Jessie J Post-Divorce From Jenna Dewan
3. Remind yourself: You are in the next chapter of your life.
You have moved on and so have they. Remind yourself, you two

are exes for a reason. This new person in your ex’s life means
nothing to you because you mean nothing to them.
What are some reasons to stay away from your ex-partner’s new
significant other? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
Break-Up:
Pete
Davidson Breaks Silence About
Ariana Grande Break-Up

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Pete Davidson spoke out about his recent

break-up from pop singer, Ariana Grande. The celebrity couple
had called off their engagement following their quick summer
romance. Davidson made his first stage appearance since the
split where he was able to jokingly ask for a roommate as he
now is living with some family. EOnline.com reported that
the SNL star has been covering up tattoos related to the
split. “Um, I’ve been covering a bunch of tattoos, that’s
fun,” Davidson told his audience. “I’m f–king 0 for 2 in the
tattoo [department]. Yeah, I’m afraid to get my mom tattooed
on me, that’s how bad it is.” The pair is taking time for
themselves to heal and move on from the break-up.

The topic of this celebrity breakup is no longer under wraps for
Pete Davidson. What are some ways
to come to terms with your split
publicly?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you come to terms with a public split? Cupid has some
thoughts:
1. Put on a positive face: For most people their lives still
have to continue after a break up. It can be hard to erase the
break-up, but it’ll get easier if you stay positive. Keep a
positive attitude in the workplace or out with friends, and
the hurt of the relationship will go away with time.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande & Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement
2. Only say what you’re comfortable with: Just because you
split happened publicly doesn’t mean you have to share all of
the details with everyone. People will be expecting you to
talk about it, but the relationship doesn’t have to be anyone

else’s business.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande Calls Split
from Pete Davidson ‘Very Sad’ and Takes Off Ring
3. Take time to be alone: Since the split is out in the open,
it can beneficial to do some internal reflecting by yourself.
No one else knows the full extent of why you and your
significant other ended things, so allow yourself to go
through the details.
Have you had to deal with a public split? Share with us in the
comments!

Celebrity
Break-Up:
Pete
Davidson & Ariana Grande’s
Relationship Was Strained
After Mac Miller’s Death

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, after the recent split from celebrity ex,
Ariana Grande, Peter Davidson “does not blame himself for his
split,” a source close to Davidson told UsMagazine.com. The
source continued on to say, “He’s really sad about this split,
and he only wishes the best for Ariana, but their relationship
was really complicated with the passing of Mac Miller. It put
a tremendous amount of strain on their relationship.” Grande
dated Miller for nearly two years before their breakup in May.
Miller died at the age of 26 after an accidental overdose in
early September. Grande announced during that time that she
would be taking a break to take the time to heal and mend.

In
celebrity
break-up
news,
speculation continues about the
cause for Ariana and Pete’s split.
What are some ways to keep the

details of your split from becoming
gossip?
Cupid’s Advice:
Splitting up with someone is hard, but having your breakup
become a hot topic can be even worse. Cupid has some tips on
ways to keep the details of your split from becoming gossip:
1. No social media: During a break-up, social media can be
your worst enemy. By putting your business out in the public,
you give people power to gossip about your existing or nonexisting relationship. But by keeping your relationship out of
the public eye, no one can say anything if they don’t know
anything.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande & Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement
2. Avoid gossiping: It’s easy to want to talk badly about an
ex when someone asks what happened, its best to be the bigger
person and walk away from it. An easy way to deal with someone
who asks you what happened is to just simply say it’s a
personal matter or change the subject.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Busy Philipps Accuses ‘Freaks &
Geeks’ Costar James Franco of Assault
3. Friend or foe: Confiding with a friend or family member
often helps with the pain after a break-up. But, be careful
about who you tell your business to, because everyone can’t be
trusted with the information you give them.
What are tips to keep the details of your split from becoming
gossip? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana
Grande Calls Split from Pete
Davidson ‘Very Sad’ and Takes
Off Ring

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, singer Ariana Grande has decided to take
some time off from the internet. Grande made this decision on
October 16, shortly after the news came out about her split
from Pete Davidson. The celebrity couple split and called off
their engagement just months after becoming engaged. The pop

singer also taped a performance for the upcoming NBC special A
Very Wicked Halloween where her makeup artist shared a post in
which she was no longer wearing her engagement ring. According
to UsMagazine.com, Grande posted in a now-deleted Instagram
story, stating, “it’s hard not to bump news n stuff that i’m
not tryna see rn. it’s very sad and we’re all tryin very hard
to keep goin. love u. and thank u for bein here always.” The
singer has returned to work, but the SNL star is still taking
time for himself.

This
just
did.
with

celebrity break-up came on
as quick on the engagement
What are some ways to cope
a sudden split?

Cupid’s Advice:
How can you cope with a sudden split? Cupid has some advice:
1. Obsess over it: It is okay to give yourself the time to ask
all of the questions and find out where the break-up came
from. Go through all of your history and let yourself think
about it. Once you’ve thought through the scenarios enough,
you might be able to move forward from the relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande & Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement
2. Don’t reach out to the other person: The relationship may
have ended with no form of closure, and you might just be
stuck with your questions. Trying to contact the other person
won’t help you move on. If you get to the place where you can
friends, then you’ve probably allowed yourself to stop
thinking about the closure you never got.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Nikki Bella & John Cena
Split Again Two Months After Reconciling

3. Make yourself busy: Keep moving with your normal routine.
Make sure you have things to do on a daily basis, so you’re
not constantly thinking about the break-up.
How were you able to move on after a sudden split? Share with
us in the comments!

